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The line between life and death has always
been blurred for Jerusa Phoenix, partly
because of her congenital heart defect, but
more so because of her ability to see the
spirits of the lingering dead. When Jerusa
meets a mysterious young man hiding in
the forest, she is forced down a
supernatural path that will send both life
and death on a collision course.Despite
receiving several warnings--some from the
living, some from the dead--to remain
inside after dark, Jerusa ventures out to
escape her overbearing mother. She
stumbles upon a group of vampires, and is
attacked for her intrusion. The mystery
man comes to her rescue, killing one of the
vampires, but not before Jerusa is
transformed into one of the undead
herself.With vampiric blood now flowing
through her veins, years of sickness melt
away, and Jerusa feels healthy for the first
time in her life. Its such a glorious
sensation, one that she hopes will go on for
eternity, but the wonder quickly fades. To
all of their horror the slain vampire rises
from his death, becoming a feral, savage
flesh-eater, and escapes into the night.
Allowing such an abomination is a
violation of the most sacred vampire
law.Jerusa reluctantly joins up with the
other vampires, and using her ghostly sixth
sense, attempts to track down and destroy
the savage before he can make others. They
must move fast, though. If the eldest
members of the vampire race discover what
has happened, they will destroy all those
involved in this atrocity without question.
This trouble began with Jerusa, and only
she can set things right.
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